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PDFs,  helicity PDFs and fragmentation functions (FFs)
1. Isovector EMC effect with MARATHON data
2. Sea asymmetry with SeaQuest and STAR data
3. Strange suppression from simultaneous analysis of PDFs and FFs 
4. Gluon polarization in the proton
5. Polarized antimatter in the proton

TMDs
6. Origin of single transverse-spin asymmetries in high-energy collisions 

Synergies with LQCD
7. Pion PDFs with threshold resummation
8. Complementarity of experimental and lattice QCD data on pion PDFs

Outline
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Theory input
Experimental 
measurement
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Theory input
Experimental 
measurement
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New LHC W/Z data

New MARATHON data
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Quick overview of the  
DIS theory framework   
in light nuclei



Insights from mean field theory
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Mineo, Bentz, Ishii, Thomas, 
Yazaki (‘04)

constant mean vector 
field acting on a quark
in the nuclear medium

PDF in the absence of a vector potential 
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Phenomenological approach
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Nuclear impulse approximation

Nonrelativistic nucleon 
spectral functions computed 
from quantum Monte Carlo
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Symmetries
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Multi-step strategy
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LHC W data Excent agreement 
between theory and data
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offshell effects

MARATHON data
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● Evidence of different medium modifications for 
u and d quarks 

● Naive modeling of nuclear PDFs, e.g. u/p/A=d/n/A 
(violates isospin for non-isoscalar A) is wrong
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The historical progression of sea asymmetry
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Multi-step strategy
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● Strange PDF is one of the least 
constrained unpolarized PDFs

● Different analyses have inferred 
different sizes of the strangeness 
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Large strange

Small strange

Small d_1

Large d_1

● LEP kaon data disfavor 
small s --> K fragmentation

● SIDIS data compensate 
large strange FF by 
suppressing strange PDF  
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Bottom line: 
Simultaneous analysis suggests a strong strange suppression, 
and differs from other global analyses using LHC data alone 
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Theory biases

SU2

SU3

Positivity

Hyperon beta 
decays

Constraints from 
SIDIS with kaons 
JAM17



Unpolarized jets



Polarized jets



Polarized jet data 
cannot discriminate 
positive and negative 
solutions 
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Insights from LQCD
Egerer et al (‘22)

Negative gluon helicity is ruled out by LQCD?
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(updated version in progress)



First ever universal analysis of pol, upol 
PDFs and fragmentation functions

Consistent UQ for polarized antiquarks in 
the nucleon

Clear evidence of the asymmetry with 
opposite sign compared to upol sea 
asymmetry 
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Global analysis of SSA (TMD + CT3)
Cammarota et al (‘20)

● Framework based on parton model 
approach to TMDs

● First steps to test universality of the 
combined TMD and CT3 
framework

● Future analysis can build upon this 
work by implementing proper TMD 
evolution
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SIA

SIDIS

A_N in p+p / pi + p

Data vs theory…
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● Empirical confirmation that tensor 
charges inferred from data agree with 
LQCD within uncertainties 

● In this work, Soffer bounds were not 
imposed

Extraction of tensor charges
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● Updated HERMES data with the 
recent multi-dimensional bins 

● Inclusion of Soffer bounds and 
lattice tensor charges does not 
spoil universal agreement
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Pion pdfs with DY threshold resummation

Barry, Ji, Melnitchouk, 
Sato (‘21)

The large-x asymptote of pion PDFs 
are more consistent with 1, despite 
expectation from QCD models
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Synergies with LQCD Barry et al. (‘22)
JAM+HadStruct

Experimental data can provide 
insights into LQCD systematics
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Synergies with LQCD

● LQCD can aid hadron structure 
studies in cases where constraints 
from experiments are limited - 
“lattice priors”

● The Theory Center has expertise 
from JAM & HadStruc and has 
started collaborative research work      
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Summary/Outlook
New era of global analysis of hadron 
structure –> new tools, new tricks 
(theory + experiment + data analysis)

Simultaneous extraction paradigm is 
important for proper UQ
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